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Nectre Gas Log Fire

For instant warmth, just put your feet up

SPECIFICATIONS

Features 
Cast iron door, steel fire box, electronic 
ignition, high and low setting, no dress 
guard required, 2 speed fan. 
Avaliable in LPG and Natural gas.

Performance   
Input - 28mj    
Output - 5.1 kilowatt

Dimensions 
Width - 720mm 
Depth - 440 mm 
Height - 664mm

Clearance to Combustibles  
75mm rear and sides. 
The unit can be placed directly onto a  
wooden or carpeted floor.

While many thousands of Australians enjoy the warmth and unique 
style of the renowned Nectre, not everyone wants to chop wood,  
set the fire and clean the ash.

One glance at the solid steel (versus sheet metal) Gas Log Fire  
with its cast iron door and you know it can only be a Nectre.  
This Nectre provides penetrating radiant warmth using convenient  
gas supplemented by fan forced convection heat.

Just a quick flick of a switch and the electronic ignition will have real 
flames dancing behind the wide window of your Gas Log Fire.

Unlike many gas fires, the window is double-glazed and doesn’t need a 
steel mesh dress guard. You have a clear view of the realistic log fire that 
enhances your room’s atmosphere while providing constant warmth.
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You’re always in control.  
An advantage of the Gas Log Fire is the ability to control how much 
heat you require. There are High and Low settings for both the fire 
and its fan. You regulate the heat by means of controls concealed in the 
drop down door on the front of the base. Just pull the small chrome 
knob on the door and they are in easy reach.

If you want the atmosphere of a real log fire with the convenience of 
gas, we’re sure you will warm to the Gas Log Fire by Nectre.

Dealer

Pecan Engineering Pty Ltd, 13 Acorn Road, Dry Creek, South Australia 5094  
Phone (08) 8349 8332  Fax (08) 8260 6643
Email info@pecan-eng.com.au   www.nectre.com


